Brefeldin A distorts discoid and polarized morphological organizations of epithelial cells in culture.
Brefeldin A (BFA), an agent disorganizing organelle traffic, was used to find out the role of this traffic in the maintenance of shape and cytoskeletal organization of cultured epithelial MDCK cells. Cell shape was assessed using dispersion and elongation indices (Dunn and Brown, 1986, J Cell Sci 83: 313-340). BFA reversibly transformed discoid MDCK cells with circular actin pattern into moderately polarized cells with straight actin bundles. In other experiments the same MDCK cells were first transformed into highly polarized fibroblast-like cells by incubation with 'scatter factor' (HGF/SF) and then treated with BFA. In these conditions BFA significantly decreased the degree of polarization. It is suggested that both highly polarized and discoid morphological organizations are controlled by organelle traffic.